
L-Bar™ Quick Start Instructions

1. Slide

2. Align

3. Push Together

Complete installation videos available at www.pathwaylighting.com

Squeeze together for easier sliding, release to lock



L-Bars™ Feature Overview

L-shaped cross section for each member, when assembled together provides a 
1/2” x 1-1/2” C-Channel shaped profile for superior rigidity. Consists of two iden-
tical parts in all aspects, therefore interchangeable. Fits into C-Channel notches 
in our Butterfly Bracket.

To increase the included L-Bar set to a 36” length, order two model #015-954 
and use one per side.  To increase to a 48” length, order one #LBAR  which is a 
complete set of four bars and use two per side.

 

1. Cut to relief hole

2. Optional: To lock, pry
arrowhead outward or
push in.

Fastenerless bar extension lock, 
accessible from side or bottom.
Using pliers twist until vertical.

Auxiliary nailing hole

T-bar slot

Marking lines for 16" & 24" 
joist spacing and 24” T-bar, 
allow locking before affixing
to ceiling.

Slot to allow
upper tab to 
deflect

Five-feature*
integral nail

Tabs for joist
positioning

10" - 24"
Lightly squeeze 1254 butterfly bracket

together for sliding on bar hanger.– 

Release to lock.

Hole/Slot for nailing to underside
of joist. Slot allows up to 5/8" lateral 
fixture adjustment or removal.

Optional T-bar locking hole, 
for #8 self-tapping screw.

Alignment marks for easy assembly.

** 36" - 48" capacity with addition of
1 or 2 more identical members.

The parts  are assembled by aligning the end of 
one, with the alignment marks of the other.

* Contains integral nails, which are: 
1. Located as far away as possible from the 

main bar to permit easy nailing.
2. Oriented parallel to joist wood grain for 

easier installation.
3. Toothed to resist pullout.
4. The sharpest available achieved through 

a proprietary process.
5. Retracted and surrounded for added 

safety prior to installation.


